Disappearing Flounder Challenge

Do you like to play hide and seek too? Where are your favorite places to hide? Maybe behind a door or underneath a bed? Do you ever hide in plain sight? Many animals hide — or camouflage — in order to stay safe from predators or to hunt their prey.

Skates, lobsters, and other animals that stay on the bottom of the ocean have concealing coloration that help them to blend in.

Directions:

This flounder needs your help disappearing into the background. The flounder with the best camouflage often has the best chance for survival. In this case, survival means NOT BEING FOUND!

1. Find a great hiding spot inside your home. HINT: get creative and look up, down, and all around!
2. Cut out and decorate the flounder to blend in perfectly to its new surroundings.
3. Everyone hides their flounder and the last one found wins the survivor challenge!